Federal Landing Zone Workshop
Create a plan to quickly deploy cloud infrastructure in Azure

AIS’ 1-day workshop provides you with and understand and
path forward for implementing a secure and scalable cloud
infrastructure to migrate and modernize applications.
Cloud transformation has 3 stages of maturity: Migrate, Innovate, and Enable.
AIS’ Landing Zone Implementation helps organizations deploy cloud
infrastructure quickly to begin migrating and modernizing in Azure. Following the
Landing Zone, AIS will help you with the next phases, Innovate and Enable,

where you will begin to realize the true impact of Cloud-Native capabilities.

Engagement Approach
PART ONE

PART TWO

Education

Planning

Discuss best practices for deployment of core infrastructure
components (networking, identity, access, connectivity, etc.)
to support workload migration. Review operational best
practices for monitoring and management once live.

Establish migration goals and objectives to define a highlevel plan for a Landing Zone, incorporating best practices
and approaches outlined in the AIS Cloud Delivery
Framework.

Why AIS?
As a certified Gold Microsoft Partner, we have deep expertise in helping enterprise organizations achieve cloud transformation on Azure.
We began working with Microsoft Azure in 2008 and have been working closely with the Microsoft product teams ever since. AIS has
pioneered many Azure firsts, from ATO in IL6 and Azure Blueprints to building our own Service Catalog and Delivery Framework for better
automation, speed, and quality of delivery. Our innovative approaches and technical depth have earned us the privilege of experience in
designing, implementing, and modernizing some of the most complex and highly regulated cloud environments. On top of this, we have
global 24/7/365 cloud operations and maintenance support services, managed security, and governance solutions to make your transition
to the cloud seamless. We aren’t just cloud vendors – our approach to enabling cloud transformation earns us the role of a trusted and
strategic partner for our clients. Take your next step into the cloud with confidence and reach out to AIS today.

Contact AIS today to get started. Email us at sales@appliedis.com or call 703-860-7800.
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